Greetings, UHD community!

Over the past year, a committed group of faculty and staff have been reviewing the outcomes of the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan in preparation for developing a Bridge Plan. The Bridge Plan seeks to hold the University until the implementation of the new Strategic Plan which will coincide with UHD’s 50th anniversary in 2024. Part of the Bridge Plan process included establishing goals and outcomes based on an analysis of the achievement of the 2015-2020 goals.

The Strategic Planning Committee now seeks your feedback on the draft Bridge Plan goals and outcomes. These goals and outcomes are prefaced by a framing story which outlines the University’s accomplishments to date, and provides the context for the proposed Bridge Plan goals and objectives. Please note that while the goals remain those of the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan, the outcomes have been revised.

This link takes you to a Microsoft Teams channel (link also found below) that contains the framing stories and revised goals and outcomes for the proposed Bridge Plan. This Team channel also includes a Qualtrics link to a feedback survey comprised of four questions, including an open comments section. The deadline for offering feedback is 5:00 PM on Friday, 11 December, 2020.

We encourage all members of the UHD community to review the documents and share their feedback. The Strategic Planning Committee values your time and comments, and is offering three $100 UHD Bookstore ‘shopping sprees’. The recipients of these ‘shopping sprees’ will be drawn at random from the survey participants. The prize winners will be notified on Monday, 14 December, 2020!

MS Teams Link

Kind regards,
Dr. Ronald Beebe, SPC Co-Chair
Bobbi Shaw, SPC Co-Chair"